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I. Meeting called to order at 3:04

II. Opening Remarks
   A. Introductions
   B. Chancellor Nancy Belck: Summary of University planning including;
      Housing, Parking and NU’s Strategic Framework

III. Convocation Discussion
   A. Speech will celebrate UNO as a Metropolitan university of distinction
      and look towards the future
   B. Ideas discussed for Strategic Directions forum include: having it be
      student-led, sending out invitations for the students that have been to
      previous Advances, a Fireside Forum, and a focused topic for
      discussion

IV. Discuss and Clarify 2005-2006 Task Force objectives
   A. Review of Task Forces and AQIP Action Projects
   B. Opportunity to sign up

V. Subcommittee organization/1st meeting
   A. Need chairs to be from the SPSC
   B. Need to get underway fairly quickly